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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer wants to run multiple workloads, and is considering
an S824 or an E870.
Under which condition would the E870 be more appropriate?
A. If the customer expects to grow beyond 2TB of memory and
more than 24 cores.
B. If the customer needs to run AIX, IBM i, and Linux using
internal disk.
C. If the customer needs to support more than 1TB of memory.
D. If the customer needs hot plug PCIe adapters.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpapers/pdfs/redp5097.p
df

NEW QUESTION: 2

A. tr:first-line, tr:last-child
B. tr:first-of-type, tr:last-of-type
C. thead:only-child, tbody:after, table:before
D. tr [line |-0, 1, 3]
Answer: D
Explanation:
Header (line 0), first line and third line.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to publish the CEO blog site to the public-Internet
facing site.
What should you do?
A. Create and configure a content deployment job.
B. Configure Word Automation Services to deploy site content.
C. Configure PowerPoint Automation Services to deploy site
content.
D. Configure Machine Translation Services to deploy site
content.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
In the campus, users frequently enter and leave the wireless
signal coverage area because of office requirements. If you
need to protect the user's internet access experience, after
the user passes one authentication and does not need to repeat
the authentication when accessing the network again, which of
the following is recommended?
A. MAC-Priority Portal Authentication
B. 802.1X authentication
C. Portal authentication
D. MAC authentication
Answer: A
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